DATA SHEET

STRATUS DOUBLE
SELF INFLATING MATTRESS
The Oztent AeroFrame™ foam core is precisely designed for maximum sleep comfort, rapid
inflation, and compact storage.
Informed by advanced aeronautical sleep design, the AeroFrame foam offers evenly distributed
sleep support while minimising bulk and weight.
The structure also inflates swiftly during roll-out and rapidly expels air when rolled up.
Bigger, better sleeping comfort.

KEY FEATURES
Disturbance free
Full-form support
Mattress adjustability
Pack Assist Valve™
Packs tight
X-Hale™ carry bag
Fabrication

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Disturbance Free
Hivetec™ surface makes rolling comfortable while the AeroFrame™ dampens movement vibrations to minimise partner disturbance.
Full-form Support
For side sleepers, AeroFrame reduces hips and lower back stress by preventing your hips from sinking too deep into the mattress.
Mattress Adjustability
Easy to adjust your desired mattress firmness by using the Pack Assist Valve™ to control the amount of air AeroFrame holds.
Pack Assist Valve™
The dual direction valve ensuring full inflation and complete deflation with speed and ease.
Packs Tight
A large mattress converts to a very small tight roll for storage.
X-Hale™ Carry Bag
A lightweight carry bag and bellows in one for fast, easy inflation – free of puff.
Fabrication
The mattress combines a Hivetec™ surface and Tuff-Tek™ base to make it tough, comfortable, and super lightweight.

SPECIFICATIONS
Materials
Top

Hivetec™ soft touch fabric - 30D stretch TPU

Base

Tuff-Tek™ fabric - 190T/75D polyester/TPU

Inner

AeroFrame Foam Core™ - low-density PU foam

Dimensions
Packed Size (LWH)

70cm x 30cm x 30cm
27.6” x 11.8” x 11.8”

Product Size (LWH)

201cm x 132 cm x 10cm
79.1” x 52” x 3.9”

Net Weight

4.5kg
9.9lb

Warranty
Warranty Period

2 Years with product registration

Pricing
RRP

$429.99

All images shown remain the property of the publisher. All images used in this datasheet
are for illustration purposes only and actual items may vary in appearance. Precautions
have been taken to assure accuracy of the information on this sheet. Typographic or
pictorial errors that are brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent updates.
Product dimensions shown here are nominal and are provided for the convenience of our
customers. The Oztent Group reserves the right to make product changes from time to
time, without prior notification, which may change the dimensions shown. The designs and
dimensions of the products listed on this sheet are correct at the date of last publication
and are subject to change without notice.

